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Scene Nine: 
Clothespins (SHOPKEEPERS)
Shoeboxes (CAMELLIA)

Scene Ten: 
Clothespins (ROSE, LILY, IRIS, DAISY, HYACINTH, PETUNIA)
Shoebox marked with an X with wad of money and shoes inside 

(CAMELLIA)
Stick horse, satchel, telegram (BO)

COSTUMES
All characters wear Old West clothes. Here are some specific 
suggestions to help individualize the characters: 

SHOPKEEPERS—white blouse, ankle-length skirt, shop apron.

BO—Fringed leather jacket and pants, hat with flipped-up brim.

OUTLAWS—black cowboy garb, boots that are easily removable

SHERIFF GRUMBLE—cowboy garb, vest, sheriff’s badge.

DEPUTY DAN—cowboy garb, vest, deputy’s badge.

MAYOR BLUSTER—dark suit, bowler hat.

MISS PENNYPINCHER—prim, high-collared blouse, ankle-length skirt.

JASPER DIGGS—checkered shirt, suspenders, jeans, hat with flipped-
up brim, white beard, bandanna.

Note that all the shopkeepers except CAMELLIA change into different 
shoes for the final scene.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
MAYOR BLUSTER, MISS PENNYPINCHER, and the OUTLAWS can be 
played as male or female with name changes and line changes. BO 
can be played by the actor who plays SHERIFF GRUMBLE, DEPUTY 
DAN, or JASPER DIGGS. JASPER DIGGS can be played by the actor who 
plays BO, SHERIFF GRUMBLE, DEPUTY DAN, or any of the OUTLAWS. 
MISS PENNYPINCHER’S role can also be doubled if changed to MR. 
PENNYPINCHER.
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THE STINKY FEET GANG

By TODD WALLINGER

CAST OF CHARACTERS
(In Order of Appearance)

#of lines

ROSE PEDDLE .....................general store owner; clever, 140 
idealistic

LILY ....................................shoe store owner; prissy, loyal 82
BO .....................................Pony Express rider; laid-back 26
SMELLY SMITH ....................member of the Stinky Feet Gang 38
PUTRID PAT .........................another 35
SHERIFF GRUMBLE..............sheriff of Garden City; grouchy 29
DEPUTY DAN .......................Sheriff Grumble’s second-in- 16 

command; brash
IRIS ....................................laundry owner; hard-nosed 58
DAISY .................................milk store owner; smart-alecky 51
HYACINTH ...........................cheese shop owner; sweet 40
CAMELLIA ...........................fish shop owner; quarrelsome 47
PETUNIA .............................egg shop owner; dense 29
NOXIOUS NICK ....................another gang member 28
RANCID RON .......................another 32
MALODOROUS MEL .............leader of the Stinky Feet Gang; 77 

hotheaded
MAYOR BLUSTER .................mayor of Garden City; pompous 16
MISS PENNYPINCHER ..........banker; jittery 10
JASPER DIGGS ....................prospector; grizzled 9

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Scene One:  General store set, consisting of counter with register 

and shelves with tin of hardtack, tin of jerky, and tin with wad of 
bills inside.

Scene Two:  Sheriff’s office set, consisting of desk and chair.
Scene Three:  Gang’s hideout set, consisting of five rocks large enough 

to sit on.
Scene Four:  Main Street set, consisting of barrels and a fence rail.
Scene Five:  General store set.
Scene Six:  Gang’s hideout set.
Scene Seven:  General store set.
Scene Eight:  Main Street set.
Scene Nine:  Shoe store set, consisting of shelves with shoes and 

shoeboxes, six washtubs.
Scene Ten:  Main Street set.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Scene One: 

Clipboard, pencil (LILY)
Satchel containing potatoes, shipping notice (BO)

Scene Two: 
Whistle (DEPUTY DAN)

Scene Three: 
Coins (NOXIOUS NICK)
Dollar bills (SMELLY SMITH)

Scene Four: 
Stick horses (SHERIFF GRUMBLE, DEPUTY DAN)

Scene Six: 
Chewing gum (RANCID RON)
Bandannas (SHOPKEEPERS)
Bucket, scrub brush (ROSE)

Scene Seven: 
Clipboard, pencil (LILY)
Wad of bills (ROSE)

Scene Eight: 
Suitcases (IRIS, DAISY, HYACINTH, CAMELLIA, PETUNIA)
Stick horse, satchel, shipping notice (BO)
Clothespins (IRIS)
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SETTING
Time:  The days of the Old West.
Place:  Garden City, in what would become Nevada.

SET DESCRIPTIONS
The play takes place in five locations. They can all be suggested by a 
few simple set pieces: 

General store—counter, cash register, shelves.
Sheriff’s office—desk, chair.
Gang’s hideout—five rocks used as seats.
Main Street—fence rail, barrels.
Shoe store—shelves, shoeboxes.

SYNOPSIS OF SCENES
Scene One:  General store, one fresh spring day.
Scene Two:  Sheriff’s office, a short time later.
Scene Three:  Gang’s hideout, that night.
Scene Four:  Main Street, the next day.
Scene Five:  General store, later that day.
Scene Six:  Gang’s hideout, that night.
Scene Seven:  General store, the next day.
Scene Eight:  Main Street, the next day.
Scene Nine:  Shoe store, later that day.
Scene Ten:  Main Street, a short time later.

LILY:  You were right, Rose. We were able to defeat the Stinky Feet 
Gang. We just had to work together.

ROSE:  Yep. I just wish there was a way to save our shops. We can’t 
stay in business if we can’t get fresh produce.

BO:  (ENTERS on his stick horse, carrying his satchel. He rides slowly.) 
Take it easy, Betsy! You’re going to give me whiplash!

ROSE:  Back again?
BO:  Yep.
LILY:  What did you forget this time?
ROSE:  Whatever it is, we don’t want to smell it.
BO:  Oh, no. It doesn’t smell. It’s a telegram. (Hands a telegram 

to ROSE.)
ROSE:  For me? (Reads. SHOPKEEPERS stop to listen.) “Dear Occupant.” 

Oh, no. It’s one of those junk telegrams.
LILY:  Keep reading.
ROSE:  “We’re pleased to announce the latest breakthrough in 

transportation. In thirty days, the Central Pacific Railroad will be 
coming to your town. Order now to guarantee the freshest fish, 
potatoes, eggs, milk, and cheese!”

LILY:  And shoes?
ROSE:  (Flips the telegram over and reads.) “Yes. Even shoes.” (Excited.) 

Lily, do you know what this means?
LILY:  We’re back in business!
ROSE:  Yahoo! (She and LILY swing each other around. SHOPKEEPERS 

whoop and holler. BO grabs the telegram and reads it for himself.)
BO:  Oh, no! Does this mean I’m out of work?
ROSE:  Oh, Bo. You’ll never be out of work.
BO:  Really?
ROSE:  Sure. With your speed and efficiency, you can always get a job 

in the government. (BLACKOUT.)
END OF PLAY
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THE STINKY FEET GANG

Scene One
LIGHTS UP:  General store, one fresh spring day. ROSE and LILY are 
taking inventory. ROSE scans the shelves while LILY checks off the 
items on a clipboard.
ROSE:  One tin of hardtack.
LILY:  Check.
ROSE:  One tin of beef jerky.
LILY:  Check.
ROSE:  One tin of chocolate-covered grasshoppers.
LILY:  Ewww. Check.
ROSE:  Well, that’s it. That completes my inventory.
LILY:  That’s all you’ve got in the store? Three items?
ROSE:  Yep. I keep ordering more, but the food is always spoiled by the 

time it arrives.
LILY:  I wonder why that is.
ROSE:  I wish I knew. It’s hard to make any money when you don’t have 

anything to sell. (There’s a KNOCK from OFF.) Oooh! I hope that’s 
the Pony Express. I’m expecting a shipment of oranges.

BO:  (ENTERS, carrying a satchel with a dozen potatoes inside.) Hi, 
Rose. Hi, Lily.

ROSE:  Hi, Bo. Whoa! (Backs away with LILY, holding their noses.)
LILY:  That smells horrible!
ROSE:  What do you have in your satchel?
BO:  What do you mean, what do I have? They’re the potatoes you 

ordered. (Dumps the potatoes on the counter.)
ROSE:  Potatoes? I didn’t order any potatoes.
BO:  Sure you did. (Pulls out a shipping notice.) See right here? Rose 

Peddles. One dozen potatoes.
ROSE:  I placed that order six months ago!
BO:  Woo-hoo! I got here in record time!
LILY:  Wait. It took you six months to get here from St. Joseph?
BO:  Six months, three days, and eleven hours.
LILY:  I thought you guys were supposed to make the trip in a week.
BO:  No. You’re thinking of the regular Pony Express. I ride for the 

Shetland Pony Express.
LILY:  The Shetland Pony Express?
BO:  Yeah. You know, those little horses, about this high? (Holds his 

hand at his knees.) Their legs only go so far.

PUTRID PAT:  I once used it to cut through the wall of my jail cell!
ROSE:  Give us your worst, Malodorous.
MALODOROUS MEL:  All right, gang. She asked for it. Let’s give it to 

her. One. Two. Three! (OUTLAWS yank off their boots.)
HYACINTH:  I don’t smell anything.
DAISY:  Hurray! The clothespins are working!
MALODOROUS MEL:  Oh, yeah? Well, take this! (Waves his feet around.) 

Come on, gang. Wave your feet around. (OUTLAWS do.)
IRIS:  Nope. Not getting a thing.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Hey, that’s not fair!
LILY:  Do you want to know what’s not fair?
ROSE:  This! (SHOPKEEPERS try to take off their shoes, but they won’t 

budge.) Or maybe this!
NOXIOUS NICK:  What are you doing?
IRIS:  What do you think we’re doing?
DAISY:  We’re giving you a taste of your own medicine!
HYACINTH:  If only we could get these off!
LILY:  What’s the matter with these shoes, anyway? (SHOPKEEPERS sit 

on the ground to get more leverage.)
CAMELLIA:  (ENTERS with the shoebox marked with an X. It contains 

ROSE’S money and PETUNIA’S stinky shoes. She no longer has a 
clothespin on her nose.) You’re wasting your time, ladies.

DAISY:  Camellia?
IRIS:  What’s going on?
CAMELLIA:  You can pull all you want, but you’re not going to get those 

shoes off. I put glue inside them.
HYACINTH:  What?
LILY:  Why would you do that?
MALODOROUS MEL:  I’ll tell you why she did that. Because she’s on 

our side. Aren’t you, Camellia?
CAMELLIA:  No, Malodorous. I’m on my own side.
ROSE:  So you’re the traitor.
CAMELLIA:  “Traitor” is such an ugly word. I prefer the term 

“individualist.”
ROSE:  Why did you do it?
CAMELLIA:  Rose, you always talk about how great the West is. Well, I 

didn’t find it so great. Customers were scarce. Money was scarcer. 
And every delivery I got was spoiled. I was starving, and I just 
couldn’t take it anymore.
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LILY:  That would explain why everything arrives spoiled.
BO:  That’ll be two dollars, please.
ROSE:  I’m not going to pay for these potatoes. They’re rotten!
BO:  Would you like to order some fresh ones?
ROSE:  No! They’ll just get spoiled again!
BO:  Yeah, it’s funny how that keeps happening.
ROSE:  I’m sorry, Bo, but I don’t think I’ll be ordering any more produce 

from you.
BO:  All right. I guess I’ll be going then. Merry Christmas!
LILY:  Why are you wishing us that? Christmas is still nine months away.
BO:  I know, but by the time I get back here again, Christmas will be 

long past. (EXITS.)
LILY:  (Calls after BO.) Happy New Year!
ROSE:  Yuck! I can’t believe how bad these potatoes smell!
LILY:  What are you going to do with them?
ROSE:  There’s only one thing I can do. Add them to my trash heap. 

Along with the moldy bread, spoiled meat, and overripe bananas 
Bo delivered. (Tosses the potatoes OFFSTAGE.)

LILY:  I know how you feel. I’m going to have to throw out my last 
shipment too.

ROSE:  What are you talking about? You own a shoe store. Shoes don’t 
go rotten.

LILY:  No, even worse. They go out of style.
ROSE:  My heart is breaking for you.
LILY:  (Misses ROSE’S sarcasm.) Thanks, Rose. You know, if I don’t sell 

some shoes soon, I’m going to have to move back to Georgia.
ROSE:  Don’t do that! You’re the best friend I’ve got here!
LILY:  And you’re my best friend. But what can I do? I’m down to my 

last penny.
ROSE:  Here. Maybe this will help. (Grabs the tin of chocolate-

covered grasshoppers.)
LILY:  I appreciate the thought, Rose, but I don’t see how chocolate-

covered grasshoppers are going to improve my financial situation.
ROSE:  Ah, but there aren’t just grasshoppers in here. There’s also 

a significant amount of cash. My rich Uncle Clem sent it to me. 
(Removes a few bills and sets the tin back on the shelf.)

LILY:  You keep your money in a tin of chocolate-covered grasshoppers? 
Shouldn’t you keep it in a safe?

ROSE:  Trust me, this tin is the safest place in town. (Offers LILY the 
money.) Here.

MAYOR BLUSTER:  Never fear, Miss Pennypincher. This is one of those 
defining moments when we, as leaders of this town, are called upon 
to muster our courage and show the world what we’re made of.

MALODOROUS MEL:  (ENTERS with the OUTLAWS as CAMELLIA ducks 
OUT.) I think you’re made of mush.

MAYOR BLUSTER:  You got that right! (He and MISS PENNYPINCHER 
hide behind the barrels.)

ROSE:  We meet again, Malodorous Mel.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Yeah, we meet. But it’s going to be a very short 

meeting. For one of us.
RANCID RON:  Which one, boss?
MALODOROUS MEL:  For her! It’s going to be a very short meeting 

for her!
SMELLY SMITH:  You think you’re real clever, don’t you? Giving us the 

wrong tin!
ROSE:  You asked for the chocolate-covered grasshoppers. I gave you 

the chocolate-covered grasshoppers.
PUTRID PAT:  Thanks! They were delicious!
MALODOROUS MEL:  It wasn’t the bugs we wanted. It was the money.
ROSE:  Money? What money?
MALODOROUS MEL:  You know what money. The money you hid in that 

tin. Now hand it over or somebody’s going to get hurt.
ROSE:  If anybody gets hurt, it’s going to be you, Malodorous. You and 

your contemptible cohorts.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Oooh! Did you hear that, gang? She says we’re 

the ones who are going to hurt!
NOXIOUS NICK:  Well, my lumbago has been acting up lately.
RANCID RON:  Hey, boss. Ask them what they have on their noses.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Shut up, Rancid. I don’t care what they have on 

their noses. (Whispers, to ROSE.) What do you have on your noses?
ROSE:  What, these?
LILY:  Uh, these are the latest fashion accessories.
HYACINTH:  From Paris.
DAISY:  Yeah. From Paris.
SMELLY SMITH:  I don’t think those are fashion accessories, boss. I 

think they’re using them to block our aroma.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Well, it doesn’t matter anyhow. Our aroma cuts 

through everything. Doesn’t it, gang?
OUTLAWS:  Yeah!
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LILY:  No, Rose. I couldn’t.
ROSE:  Please. Take it. Uncle Clem told me to save it for something 

important. Well, I can’t think of anything more important than 
keeping you here in Garden City.

LILY:  Aw, thanks, Rose. (Takes the bills.)
SMELLY SMITH:  (Bursts IN with PUTRID PAT.) Stick ’em up!
LILY:  Oh, my! (Sticks her hands in the air.)
ROSE:  (Not intimidated by the OUTLAWS, pulls LILY’S hands down.) 

What is this?
PUTRID PAT:  What do you think it is?
SMELLY SMITH:  It’s a holdup!
LILY:  Oh, my! (Sticks her hands in the air.)
ROSE:  (Pulls LILY’S hands down again.) But you don’t have any guns.
PUTRID PAT:  We don’t need no stinkin’ guns. Do we, Smelly Smith?
SMELLY SMITH:  No, we don’t, Putrid Pat. Because we got stinkin’ 

feet! (He and PUTRID PAT yank off their boots.)
LILY:  (She and ROSE swoon and hold their noses.) And you thought the 

potatoes smelled bad!
ROSE:  Forget armed robbery! Those feet should be illegal!
SMELLY SMITH:  Now do like we said and stick ’em up!
LILY:  Do we have to?
ROSE:  Yeah, we can’t hold our noses with our hands in the air.
SMELLY SMITH:  All right. You can hold up just one hand. (ROSE and 

LILY each raise one hand in the air and continue to hold their noses 
with the other.)

PUTRID PAT:  (Sees the money in the hand LILY raised.) Look, Smelly! 
That one’s holding a wad of cash!

SMELLY SMITH:  Well, go get it!
PUTRID PAT:  (Crosses to LILY.) Do you mind if I take your money?
SMELLY SMITH:  Not like that! Like this! (Crosses to LILY and grabs the 

money out of her hand.)
LILY:  Give that back!
ROSE:  Yeah! It doesn’t belong to you!
SMELLY SMITH:  It sure looks like it does to me. (Pockets the cash.)
PUTRID PAT:  What do we do now?
SMELLY SMITH:  Go check the cash register. I’ll hold them here. 

(Points one stinky foot at ROSE and LILY.)
PUTRID PAT:  (Opens the cash register.) It’s empty, Smelly.

ROSE:  It has to work, Lily. It’s the only chance we’ve got left. 
(LIGHTS OUT.)

End of Scene Nine

Scene Ten
LIGHTS UP:  Main Street, a short time later. SHOPKEEPERS ENTER. 
They all have clothespins on their noses still, and all but CAMELLIA 
have new shoes on their feet.
IRIS:  I don’t see the Stinky Feet Gang anywhere.
DAISY:  Yeah. I thought they’d be here by now.
CAMELLIA:  Maybe we should go.
ROSE:  Oh, no. We’re not going anywhere. Not until we’ve defeated the 

gang once and for all.
HYACINTH:  Well, I hope they come soon. These shoes are starting 

to pinch.
DAISY:  Yeah, Lily. You told us these shoes were out of style. You didn’t 

tell us they were uncomfortable.
PETUNIA:  I know. My toes can barely move.
LILY:  I don’t understand. The shoes felt fine before.
MISS PENNYPINCHER:  (ENTERS with MAYOR BLUSTER.) What do you 

think you’re doing?
MAYOR BLUSTER:  Yeah. You can’t just stand around in the middle of 

the street. That’s loitering.
ROSE:  We’re not loitering. We’re waiting for the Stinky Feet Gang.
MISS PENNYPINCHER:  The Stinky Feet Gang?
MAYOR BLUSTER:  You mean they’re coming back?
IRIS:  Oh, yeah!
DAISY:  We’re going to have a stinkout with them!
MAYOR BLUSTER:  Do you have a permit for that?
LILY:  A permit?
HYACINTH:  What do we need a permit for?
MAYOR BLUSTER:  Any release of toxic fumes requires a permit, filled 

out in triplicate and approved by the entire town council.
IRIS:  I thought you were the town council.
MAYOR BLUSTER:  Well, yes. I am. But I’m going to need a few weeks 

to discuss it. With myself.
IRIS:  Sorry, Mayor. We don’t have time. The Stinky Feet Gang will be 

here any minute.
MISS PENNYPINCHER:  Oh, dear! What are we going to do?
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SMELLY SMITH:  There’s got to be more money around here. Find out 
where they hid it.

PUTRID PAT:  (To ROSE.) Can you please tell me where you hid 
your money?

SMELLY SMITH:  I don’t mean ask them! I mean look around the place!
PUTRID PAT:  Oh.
ROSE:  Please hurry up!
LILY:  The smell is making me sick! (PUTRID PAT grabs the tin of grasshoppers.)
SMELLY SMITH:  Did you find something, Putrid?
PUTRID PAT:  Yeah! A whole tin of chocolate-covered grasshoppers!
SMELLY SMITH:  Put that down! Those things are disgusting!
PUTRID PAT:  But I like chocolate-covered grasshoppers!
SMELLY SMITH:  That’s because you’re disgusting!
PUTRID PAT:  Aw, man. (Puts the tin back on the shelf and looks around 

the store.)
SMELLY SMITH:  Did you find anything else?
PUTRID PAT:  No. I think that’s it. How much do we have?
SMELLY SMITH:  Five dollars.
PUTRID PAT:  Is that all?
SMELLY SMITH:  Well, that’s what we get for robbing a bunch of 

lousy shopkeepers.
PUTRID PAT:  Yeah. The town would be better off without them.
SMELLY SMITH:  Come on. Let’s go. (Heads OFF with PUTRID PAT.)
ROSE:  Hey, didn’t you forget something?
SMELLY SMITH:  Huh? Oh, yeah. (He and PUTRID PAT go back to get 

their boots. They EXIT.)
PUTRID PAT:  (Pops his head back IN.) Watch out. The smell tends to 

linger a few days. (SMELLY SMITH yanks PUTRID PAT OFFSTAGE.)
LILY:  (She and ROSE put their arms down.) On second thought, maybe 

I will move back to Georgia.
ROSE:  You can’t do that. You need to help me stop these guys.
LILY:  But what can we do?
ROSE:  There’s only one thing we can do. We’ve got to report this to 

Sheriff Grumble. Come on! (They EXIT. LIGHTS OUT.)
End of Scene One

Scene Two
LIGHTS UP:  Sheriff’s office, a short time later. SHERIFF GRUMBLE is 
at his desk. DEPUTY DAN is standing nearby. IRIS, DAISY, HYACINTH, 

DAISY:  We want our feet to smell! Not our shoes!
PETUNIA:  Oh. Sorry. (Steps out of the washtub, revealing her big 

clunky shoes.)
IRIS:  Well, that’s the last we’ll see of those shoes.
DAISY:  I’m surprised they didn’t dissolve.
HYACINTH:  Uh, oh! She’s getting sludge all over the floor.
ROSE:  Lily, can you help her find some new shoes?
LILY:  Sure. (Steps out of the washtub, grabs a new pair from the 

shelf as PETUNIA removes her shoes.) Here, Petunia. These 
should do nicely.

PETUNIA:  Thanks. (Tries to take the shoes.)
LILY:  (Pulls the shoes away.) Uh-uh-uh! Not until you get rid of those!
PETUNIA:  What do you want me to do with them?
LILY:  I don’t care. Just get rid of them. (PETUNIA EXITS with her old shoes.)
DAISY:  Hey, where’s Camellia?
HYACINTH:  That’s right. I haven’t see her since we got here.
LILY:  Camellia, where are you?
CAMELLIA:  (ENTERS carrying several shoeboxes. She also wears a 

clothespin on her nose.) Sorry. I was looking for the new shoes 
we’re supposed to wear. (Sets the boxes on the floor.)

LILY:  Thanks, Camellia. I forgot to do that.
DAISY:  Aren’t you going to join us, Camellia?
CAMELLIA:  Oh, no. My bunions are really bothering me today. I’m 

afraid the mixture would make them unbearable.
ROSE:  It’s time we got out of the washtubs anyway. I suspect the 

Stinky Feet Gang will be back soon. (SHOPKEEPERS step out of 
the washtubs.)

IRIS:  I can’t wait to see that big one when he gets a whiff of our feet.
DAISY:  I know. He’ll probably make a face like this. (Makes a ridiculous 

face and collapses to the floor. The other SHOPKEEPERS laugh. 
PETUNIA ENTERS barefoot.)

IRIS:  What did you do with the shoes, Petunia?
PETUNIA:  What shoes?
IRIS:  The shoes you stunk up! You were supposed to get rid of them!
PETUNIA:  I don’t remember.
DAISY:  Petunia!
IRIS:  I swear, someday you’re going to forget your own head.
LILY:  (Pulls ROSE aside.) Do you think this is going to work, Rose?
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CAMELLIA, and PETUNIA are crowded around the desk, all chattering 
at once.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  Quiet, everybody! Please! I can’t understand 

what you’re saying!
DEPUTY DAN:  Listen up, would you? Sheriff Grumble told you to be 

quiet! (Blasts a whistle. SHOPKEEPERS fall silent.)
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  Thank you, Deputy Dan. Now, if you ladies want to 

speak, you’re going to have to do it one at a time. (SHOPKEEPERS 
look at each other. Again, they all start chattering at once.) Quiet! 
I said, quiet! (SHOPKEEPERS fall silent. DEPUTY DAN blasts his 
whistle. SHERIFF GRUMBLE winces in pain.) Now what did you do 
that for? They were already quiet.

DEPUTY DAN:  Just making sure they keep quiet, sir!
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  Please. Don’t.
LILY:  (ENTERS with ROSE.) Oh, my! I guess we’re not the only ones 

who got robbed.
ROSE:  I know. It looks like every shopkeeper in town is here.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  You, there. Iris. What do you have to report?
IRIS:  Nothing good, Sheriff. A few minutes ago, a couple of outlaws 

burst into my laundry and demanded all my money.
DAISY:  The same thing happened at my milk shop!
HYACINTH:  And my cheese shop!
CAMELLIA:  And my fish shop!
PETUNIA:  And my egg shop!
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  You all know you can sell more than one 

thing, right?
ROSE:  Well, I sell three things, and I got robbed too.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  How much did they take?
ROSE:  Five dollars.
DAISY:  Wow! You have five dollars?
ROSE:  Not anymore, I don’t.
HYACINTH:  I wish I didn’t have five dollars.
PETUNIA:  I wish I didn’t have a million dollars!
HYACINTH:  Oh, Petunia. You always did dream big.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  What kind of weapon were they packing?
IRIS:  The deadliest weapon I’ve ever had to face, and I’ve faced quite 

a few.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  A Colt .45?
IRIS:  No. Worse.

BO:  Well, ladies, since it was my fish that inspired this brainstorm, I 
guess you’ll be giving me a big tip.

DAISY:  Bo, the only tip you’ll be getting is the tip of this clothespin. 
(Opens and closes her clothespin at BO.) Get him, Fang! Get him!

BO:  Aaaah! (Scared, BO grabs his stick horse and rides OFF in a hurry. 
SHOPKEEPERS laugh.)

DAISY:  You know, he’s much faster than I expected. (LIGHTS OUT.)
End of Scene Eight

Scene Nine
LIGHTS UP:  Shoe store, later that day. ROSE, LILY, IRIS, DAISY, 
HYACINTH, and PETUNIA are standing in washtubs. All of them have 
clothespins on their noses. Most of them are barefoot. Only PETUNIA is 
wearing shoes, though that fact is concealed by the washtub she’s in.
ROSE:  Now splash your feet around. I want to make sure the mixture 

soaks into your skin.
HYACINTH:  I’m tempted to take a whiff, just to see how bad it smells!
LILY:  No, don’t! You might never recover!
DAISY:  I know! Moldy potatoes, spoiled fish, sour milk, and rotten 

eggs? Yuck!
IRIS:  Don’t forget the cheese!
HYACINTH:  I already told you! It’s supposed to smell like that!
IRIS:  Yeah? Well, the cheese is the stinkiest one of all! 

(SHOPKEEPERS laugh.)
DAISY:  So how long do we have to keep doing this?
ROSE:  Just a few more minutes.
DAISY:  But we’ve already been in here an hour!
HYACINTH:  Yes. If we stay any longer, I’m afraid I’ll never get the smell 

out of my skin.
LILY:  And I can only imagine what it’s doing to my pedicure.
IRIS:  I don’t know. I kind of like the feeling of sludge between my toes.
PETUNIA:  Wait. You can feel it between your toes?
IRIS:  Sure. Can’t you?
PETUNIA:  No.
IRIS:  How do your feet feel?
PETUNIA:  I don’t know. Kind of hard and clunky.
IRIS:  Hard and clunky?
DAISY:  Petunia! Are you wearing shoes?
PETUNIA:  Yeah. Aren’t I supposed to?
IRIS:  No! You’re supposed to be barefoot!
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SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  A Smith and Wesson revolver?
IRIS:  No. Worse.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  A Winchester repeating rifle?
IRIS:  No. It was their feet.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  Their feet?
DEPUTY DAN:  I never heard of that kind of gun.
DAISY:  That’s because it’s not a gun.
IRIS:  It’s their feet.
DEPUTY DAN:  (He and SHERIFF GRUMBLE look at each other and 

burst out laughing.) What did they do, kick you with them?
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  No, no! I’ll bet they stomped on your toes!
DEPUTY DAN:  Or wait! Maybe they did a little dance! (Dances a couple 

of steps. Laughs with SHERIFF GRUMBLE.)
HYACINTH:  No. They smelled.
DEPUTY DAN:  The feet smelled?
HYACINTH:  Yes.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  Now, ladies, you know that out here in the desert, 

feet can sometimes get a little rank—
IRIS:  They weren’t just a little rank.
HYACINTH:  My eyes watered!
PETUNIA:  My toes curled!
DAISY:  My nose nearly ran away from my face!
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  (He and DEPUTY DAN look at each other and 

burst out laughing all over again.) You’ve got to be crazy if you think 
we’re going to go after some bad-smelling bandits.

DEPUTY DAN:  Reeking robbers.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  Wait, wait. I’ve got one. Odoriferous outlaws!
IRIS:  Are you through?
DEPUTY DAN:  Hold on a minute. (Thinks.) Uh, yeah. That’s all I’ve got.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  And besides, it’s not like we need shopkeepers 

in Garden City. For all I care, you can take your cheese and your 
eggs and your whatnot and go back East!

DEPUTY DAN:  I like whatnot.
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  All right. The whatnot lady can stay. But the rest 

of you should hightail it home.
ROSE:  We’re not going anywhere, Sheriff. We’re staying right here. And 

as long as we’re here, it’s your job to protect us. So, protect us!
SHOPKEEPERS:  Yeah!

LILY:  We can use the back room of my store. No one can spy on 
us there.

IRIS:  I’ll provide the washtubs.
ROSE:  Perfect. It sounds like we’ve got ourselves a plan.
CAMELLIA:  I hate to be the naysayer here, but you’re overlooking 

one thing.
ROSE:  What’s that?
CAMELLIA:  As soon as we take off our shoes, the smell is going to be 

overpowering. There’s no point knocking out the outlaws if we’re 
knocked out too.

ROSE:  You’re right. I hadn’t thought of that.
CAMELLIA:  (Picks up her suitcases.) Well, ladies, I guess this is 

goodbye. Maybe we’ll run into each other back East.
IRIS:  Wait a minute. Can’t we just cover our noses?
ROSE:  Yes, but we need something more effective than a bandanna. 

We already know that won’t work.
IRIS:  I’ve got just the thing. (Pulls a clothespin out of her pocket.)
LILY:  What’s that?
IRIS:  A newfangled kind of clothespin. Just got a shipment this week.
HYACINTH:  Well, would you look at that! It’s got a spring in the middle.
IRIS:  Try putting it on your nose.
PETUNIA:  (Puts the clothespin on so it hangs down from the bottom of 

her nose.) Nope. I can still smell.
IRIS:  Not like that. Like this. (Puts the clothespin on the bridge of 

PETUNIA’S nose.)
PETUNIA:  (In a nasal voice.) Wow! It really works!
DAISY:  Let me have one!
HYACINTH:  Me too!
LILY:  I want one!
IRIS:  Here you go. (Hands a clothespin to each of them. Soon they’re 

all speaking with silly nasal voices.)
HYACINTH:  How do I look?
DAISY:  You look great, but you sound kind of funny.
PETUNIA:  You think she sounds funny? You sound funny!
IRIS:  Don’t you want one, Camellia?
CAMELLIA:  What? Oh, sure. (IRIS hands her a clothespin and she puts 

it on.) How’s that?
IRIS:  Much better.
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SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  All right. Fine. We’ll see if we can round up these 
desperadoes. I mean, they’re completely unarmed. How hard can 
it be? (SHOPKEEPERS look at each other. Now it’s their turn to burst 
out laughing.)

DEPUTY DAN:  Wait. I’ve got it. Fetid fugitives! (Groaning, SHOPKEEPERS 
start to leave.) What? That was a good one! (LIGHTS OUT.)

End of Scene Two

Scene Three
LIGHTS UP:  Gang’s hideout, that night. NOXIOUS NICK and RANCID 
RON ENTER.
NOXIOUS NICK:  Oh, man! Am I beat! Are you beat, Rancid Ron?
RANCID RON:  I sure am, Noxious Nick. Why, if I’d known it was this 

hard to be an outlaw, I would have stayed in school and become 
something more respectable.

NOXIOUS NICK:  You mean like a politician?
RANCID RON:  I said more respectable. (Sits down with NOXIOUS NICK 

and pulls off his boots.)
NOXIOUS NICK:  You’d better not do that, Rancid. You know the boss 

doesn’t like it when we take off our boots.
RANCID RON:  I’ve got to take them off, Noxious. My feet are killing 

me. And besides, it’s just for a few minutes.
NOXIOUS NICK:  All right. Just make sure you put them on before the 

boss comes back.
RANCID RON:  Will do.
NOXIOUS NICK:  How much money did we get?
RANCID RON:  I don’t know. I haven’t counted it yet.
NOXIOUS NICK:  Well, give it here. I’ll count it. (RANCID RON hands 

over the coins.) Thirteen cents? All we got was thirteen cents?
RANCID RON:  And two pieces of lint.
NOXIOUS NICK:  The boss is going to be mad, Rancid. The boss is 

going to be real mad.
RANCID RON:  I know, I know. What do you want me to do about it?
NOXIOUS NICK:  It’s too late. There’s nothing we can do.
RANCID RON:  Uh-oh! I hear him coming!
MALODOROUS MEL:  (ENTERS.) Well, what do you know? You two 

jugheads managed to find your way back to the hideout. How did 
things go?

RANCID RON:  Uh, great, boss.
NOXIOUS NICK:  Yeah. We never stole this much money before.

CAMELLIA:  Take the fish away. It smells worse than the Stinky Feet 
Gang’s feet.

ROSE:  What did you say?
CAMELLIA:  I said that fish smells worse than the Stinky Feet

Gang’s feet.
ROSE:  That’s it!
CAMELLIA:  What’s it?
ROSE:  The way to defeat the Stinky Feet Gang!
HYACINTH:  We’re going to defeat them with fish?
ROSE:  With fish and potatoes and eggs and milk and cheese!
DAISY:  I think she’s really lost it this time.
ROSE:  Tell me, Petunia. What did you do with the rotten eggs Bo 

brought you?
PETUNIA:  I buried them in my backyard.
ROSE:  Well, dig them up again. Daisy, what about your sour milk?
DAISY:  I stashed the bottles in my cellar.
ROSE:  Get them out. And Hyacinth, your stinky cheese?
HYACINTH:  Hey! The cheese is supposed to smell that way!
ROSE:  Well, bring it here. We’ll make a stink that will out-stink

those stinkers!
CAMELLIA:  I don’t understand.
ROSE:  It’s simple. We’ll mix everything together in a big washtub. Then 

we’ll soak our feet in it until they smell nice and ripe. The outlaws 
won’t know what hit them!

CAMELLIA:  I don’t know, Rose. I don’t think that’ll work.
ROSE:  Sure it’ll work. Their stink nearly knocked us out. Why won’t a 

stronger stink do the same to them?
HYACINTH:  How are we going to cover our feet?
ROSE:  We’ll just wear our regular shoes until it’s time to take them off.
LILY:  Oh, no, no, no, no! I’m not going to ruin these stylish heels by 

sticking my smelly feet in them!
CAMELLIA:  Well, I can’t afford to buy new shoes.
ROSE:  Lily, didn’t you say you received a shipment of bad shoes?
LILY:  Yes. The last ones I got are so out of style, I’ll never be able to 

sell them.
ROSE:  Then we’ll wear those over our stinky feet.
IRIS:  Where are we going to do all this?
DAISY:  Yeah. We might arouse suspicion if someone sees us mixing 

up a big batch of stink juice.
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RANCID RON:  We usually steal a different amount.
NOXIOUS NICK:  (Whispers.) Rancid! Your boots! (Alarmed, RANCID 

RON starts to pull on his boots.)
MALODOROUS MEL:  Well, that’s good to hear. I— (Sees RANCID RON.) 

Hey! What are you doing?
RANCID RON:  Sorry, boss. I guess my boots fell off.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Your boots didn’t fall off! You took them off! I 

told you to never take your boots off!
RANCID RON:  But boss, my feet are all flaky and scaly!
MALODOROUS MEL:  (Mimics him.) Oooh. My feet are all flaky and 

scaly. (Angry.) Well, I don’t care! We’re the most feared gang in the 
territory! And do you know why?

RANCID RON:  No, boss. Why?
MALODOROUS MEL:  Because we’ve got two things those other gangs 

don’t have—commitment and a strange unexplained immunity to 
our own body odor.

NOXIOUS NICK:  I’ve gotten numb to it.
RANCID RON:  I’ve always been numb to it.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Now the Bad Breath Gang, they didn’t have 

commitment. Sure, they refused to brush their teeth. But when 
push came to shove, they weren’t above having an occasional 
breath mint.

NOXIOUS NICK:  Shameful!
MALODOROUS MEL:  And the Awful Armpit Gang. They didn’t have 

commitment either. Not only did they take a bath every month, but 
I once caught them using deodorant!

RANCID RON:  Horrors!
MALODOROUS MEL:  And that’s why we never take our boots off. 

Taking our boots off would let our feet breathe, and we don’t want 
them to breathe. We want them to molder and fester and rot until 
they make everyone in the immediate vicinity sick!

NOXIOUS NICK:  Can we take our boots off when we go swimming?
MALODOROUS MEL:  No! Not even when you go swimming!
RANCID RON:  What about when we put on our pajamas?
MALODOROUS MEL:  No! Not even when you put on your pajamas! 

When I say never, I mean never! Never, never, never, ever!
NOXIOUS NICK:  What about during a holdup?
MALODOROUS MEL:  Well, sure. Then you’re supposed to. But other 

than that, never!
RANCID RON:  (Finishes pulling his boots on.) I got my boots on, boss!

ROSE:  Don’t worry about it, Camellia. It’s my gift.
CAMELLIA:  Gee, thanks, Rose.
ROSE:  Of course. After all, you’d do the same for me.
CAMELLIA:  What? Oh, yeah. Of course, I would. (EXITS. LIGHTS OUT.)

End of Scene Seven

Scene Eight
LIGHTS UP:  Main Street, the next day. IRIS, DAISY, HYACINTH, CAMELLIA, 
and PETUNIA are trudging down the street carrying suitcases. ROSE 
and LILY meet them coming the other way.
ROSE:  What’s going on? Where are you all going?
DAISY:  I’m heading back to Michigan, Rose.
HYACINTH:  And I’m heading back to Vermont.
IRIS:  We just couldn’t make a go of it here.
PETUNIA:  Not with the Stinky Feet Gang on the loose.
ROSE:  Please don’t go. If you leave now, you’ll be letting the bad 

guys win.
CAMELLIA:  The bad guys already won, Rose. Can’t you see that?
DAISY:  Yeah. There’s no way we can defeat them.
ROSE:  Sure, there is. We just have to think of it.
IRIS:  You think of it, Rose. I’m heading back to Arkansas. (BO ENTERS 

on his stick horse, carrying his satchel.)
ROSE:  Hi, Bo. I didn’t expect to see you back so soon.
DAISY:  Did your Shetland pony grow wings?
BO:  No. I just turned around. (Steps off stick horse and lays it on the 

ground.) I forgot to deliver something last time I was here.
IRIS:  Who’s it for?
BO:  Let’s see. (Pulls out a shipping notice.) A Miss Camellia Bloom?
CAMELLIA:  That’s me.
BO:  Here’s the mackerel you ordered, Miss Bloom. (Opens his satchel. 

The OTHERS stumble backwards from the smell.)
CAMELLIA:  Ugh!
HYACINTH:  That smells horrible!
DAISY:  What’s wrong with it?
BO:  Nothing’s wrong with it. It’s just a little bit aged.
IRIS:  Fish isn’t supposed to be aged, Bo. That fish is spoiled.
BO:  Really?
IRIS:  You can bet your nose on it.
BO:  Well, isn’t that just my luck? It happened again!
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MALODOROUS MEL:  Good. Now let’s see how much loot you got. 
(Holds out his hand to RANCID RON, who points at NOXIOUS 
NICK. Moves his hand over to NOXIOUS NICK.) Come on! Hand 
over the loot!

NOXIOUS NICK:  I don’t know, boss. There’s just so much of it.
MALODOROUS MEL:  I told you to hand it over!
NOXIOUS NICK:  Yes, boss. (Drops the coins into MALODOROUS 

MEL’S hand.)
MALODOROUS MEL:  Thirteen cents? That’s all you got, thirteen cents?
RANCID RON:  And two pieces of lint, boss. Don’t forget the lint.
NOXIOUS NICK:  Sorry, boss. The shopkeepers didn’t have much money.
MALODOROUS MEL:  I told you to stay away from those worthless 

shopkeepers! You were supposed to rob the bank!
RANCID RON:  We did. That’s where we got the lint. (SMELLY SMITH 

and PUTRID PAT ENTER.)
MALODOROUS MEL:  Where have you two been?
SMELLY SMITH:  We were holding up the shopkeepers the other 

guys missed.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Why do you keep holding up shopkeepers? 

Enough with the shopkeepers!
SMELLY SMITH:  But look, boss. We got five bucks!
MALODOROUS MEL:  (Grabs the bills.) Five bucks? You’re excited 

about five bucks? I can’t even get my moustache fumigated for 
five bucks!

NOXIOUS NICK:  I don’t know, boss. Maybe we should move on to the 
next town.

MALODOROUS MEL:  I think you’re right, Noxious. Garden City is a 
waste of our time. (Looks at the bills.) Hey, wait a minute.

RANCID RON:  What’s the matter, boss?
MALODOROUS MEL:  We just hit the jackpot!
SMELLY SMITH:  What do you mean?
MALODOROUS MEL:  See the serial numbers on these bills? They’re 

all sequential-like:  147, 148, 149.
PUTRID PAT:  So?
MALODOROUS MEL:  So that means somebody got them from a bank. 

And if somebody got them from a bank, then that somebody must 
have a whole lot more. Where did you get these?

SMELLY SMITH:  Let me think. Where did we get these?
PUTRID PAT:  We’re trying to remember…

ROSE:  You want the chocolate-covered grasshoppers? I’ll give you the 
chocolate-covered grasshoppers.

LILY:  Rose!
ROSE:  (Hands the tin to SMELLY SMITH.) Here they are.
PUTRID PAT:  Oh, boy! We got the money!
SMELLY SMITH:  And we even didn’t have to take off our boots!
PUTRID PAT:  The boss is going to proud of us. Ain’t he, Smelly?
SMELLY SMITH:  He sure is, Putrid. The boss is going to be very proud 

indeed. (He and PUTRID PAT start to EXIT.)
PUTRID PAT:  Can I hold the tin?
SMELLY SMITH:  No, I’m going to hold the tin!
PUTRID PAT:  But you don’t even like chocolate-covered grasshoppers! 

(They EXIT, arguing the whole way.)
LILY:  Why did you do that, Rose? You didn’t even put up a fight!
ROSE:  Relax, Lily. I have a feeling the boss isn’t going to be so proud 

when they get back to the hideout.
LILY:  Why?
ROSE:  Because I already took out the money. (Pulls a wad of cash out 

of her pocket.) See?
LILY:  You’re a smart one, Rose.
ROSE:  It’s not hard to be smarter than those two. (Comes out from 

behind the counter.) Now I just need to find a new place to hide 
this money. (CAMELLIA ENTERS.)

LILY:  Oh, hi, Camellia.
ROSE:  Do you need something?
CAMELLIA:  Gosh, Rose. I haven’t eaten all day. Could I get a piece 

of hardtack?
ROSE:  Sure. Help yourself. (CAMELLIA goes behind the counter 

to make sure the OUTLAWS took the right tin. She listens in on 
the conversation.)

LILY:  Why don’t you give the money to me?
ROSE:  Do you have a place to hide it?
LILY:  Sure. I’ll stick it in one of the shoeboxes in my back room. No 

one will ever look there.
ROSE:  Good idea. (Hands LILY the money.) Oh, and make sure to mark 

the box with an X. Then I won’t have to hunt for it later.
LILY:  Will do, Rose.
CAMELLIA:  (Comes out from behind the counter with a piece of hardtack.) 

I’ll pay you back, Rose. Someday, when I have money again.
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MALODOROUS MEL:  Remember harder!
SMELLY SMITH:  (Panics.) I know! It must have been the cheese shop!
MALODOROUS MEL:  Garden City has a cheese shop?
PUTRID PAT:  Oh, yeah. You’d really like it, boss. They’ve got Muenster 

and Camembert and a really nice Brie.
MALODOROUS MEL:  I hate cheese!
PUTRID PAT:  Oh. Well, in that case, you probably wouldn’t like it.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Why was there money at the cheese shop?
SMELLY SMITH:  I don’t know. Some customer was just standing 

there, holding it in her hand.
PUTRID PAT:  But we couldn’t find any other money in the whole shop.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Well, you must not have looked in the right place.
NOXIOUS NICK:  Let me go back there, boss. I’ll find the money.
MALODOROUS MEL:  We’re all going back there, Noxious. And this 

time we’re going to tear the place apart! (Laughs nefariously. Other 
OUTLAWS join in.) What are you doing?

SMELLY SMITH:  We’re laughing nefariously, boss.
PUTRID PAT:  Just like you.
MALODOROUS MEL:  Well, stop it. You sound demented. (LIGHTS OUT.)

End of Scene Three

Scene Four
LIGHTS UP:  Main Street, the next day. SHERIFF GRUMBLE and DEPUTY 
DAN ENTER on stick horses.
DEPUTY DAN:  Whew! That was a long ride!
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  I know. I can’t wait to get out of this saddle.
DEPUTY DAN:  It didn’t help that my horse kept kicking and bucking. 

(Shakes his stick horse.) See?
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  I told you not to buy a Mustang. A Bronco gives 

a much smoother ride.
MAYOR BLUSTER:  (ENTERS with MISS PENNYPINCHER.) Did you find 

the bad guys, Sheriff?
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  No, Mayor Bluster. And we looked everywhere. 

We looked on Flower Mountain. We looked in Blossom Canyon. We 
looked every single place we could think of.

DEPUTY DAN:  We even looked some places we couldn’t think of.
MAYOR BLUSTER:  But you’ve got to find them, Sheriff! Having a gang 

of outlaws on the loose could hurt our burgeoning tourism industry!
SHERIFF GRUMBLE:  It’s the 1860s, Mayor. We have no tourism industry.
MAYOR BLUSTER:  That’s why I used the word “burgeoning.”

Scene Seven
LIGHTS UP:  General store, the next day. ROSE and LILY are taking 
inventory with the clipboard again.
ROSE:  One tin of hardtack.
LILY:  Check.
ROSE:  One tin of chocolate-covered grasshoppers.
LILY:  Check.
ROSE:  You know, it’s funny. Every time we take inventory, I have fewer 

items than I did before.
LILY:  So what happened last night at the gang’s hideout?
ROSE:  What do you mean?
LILY:  Well, Jasper Diggs swore the bandannas would block the

smell, but when the outlaws took off their boots, the smell went
right through.

ROSE:  Maybe the bandannas only work when their boots are on. And 
Jasper never got closer than the mouth of the cave. The outlaws 
attacked us with their bare feet at point blank range.

LILY:  Then how are we ever going to stop them?
ROSE:  I don’t know, Lily. I just know it’s going to take all of us to do it.
LILY:  I suppose. There’s just one thing I don’t understand.
ROSE:  What’s that?
LILY:  Why did the bad guys all wake up at the same time? It’s almost 

like they were waiting for us the way Malodorous Mel yelled, “Get 
them, gang!”

ROSE:  Maybe they were.
LILY:  What do you mean? The seven of us were the only ones who 

knew we were there.
ROSE:  Well, then, one of us must be a traitor.
LILY:  It’s not me, Rose! I swear it’s not me!
ROSE:  Don’t worry, Lily. I know it’s not you. We’ve been friends for

too long.
LILY:  Then who is it?
ROSE:  I don’t know. I just wish I could talk to her. I’d like to know what 

could possibly cause someone to betray a friend.
SMELLY SMITH:  (ENTERS with PUTRID PAT.) Stick ’em up!
ROSE:  Not you again.
PUTRID PAT:  Yes, us! We’re back, and we want the money!
SMELLY SMITH:  And this time, no funny business. Just hand over the 

chocolate-covered grasshoppers, and nobody gets hurt.

End of script sample.
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IRIS ....................................laundry owner; hard-nosed 58
DAISY .................................milk store owner; smart-alecky 51
HYACINTH ...........................cheese shop owner; sweet 40
CAMELLIA ...........................fish shop owner; quarrelsome 47
PETUNIA .............................egg shop owner; dense 29
NOXIOUS NICK ....................another gang member 28
RANCID RON .......................another 32
MALODOROUS MEL .............leader of the Stinky Feet Gang; 77 

hotheaded
MAYOR BLUSTER .................mayor of Garden City; pompous 16
MISS PENNYPINCHER ..........banker; jittery 10
JASPER DIGGS ....................prospector; grizzled 9

PRODUCTION NOTES

PROPERTIES ONSTAGE
Scene One:  General store set, consisting of counter with register 

and shelves with tin of hardtack, tin of jerky, and tin with wad of 
bills inside.

Scene Two:  Sheriff’s office set, consisting of desk and chair.
Scene Three:  Gang’s hideout set, consisting of five rocks large enough 

to sit on.
Scene Four:  Main Street set, consisting of barrels and a fence rail.
Scene Five:  General store set.
Scene Six:  Gang’s hideout set.
Scene Seven:  General store set.
Scene Eight:  Main Street set.
Scene Nine:  Shoe store set, consisting of shelves with shoes and 

shoeboxes, six washtubs.
Scene Ten:  Main Street set.

PROPERTIES BROUGHT ON
Scene One: 

Clipboard, pencil (LILY)
Satchel containing potatoes, shipping notice (BO)

Scene Two: 
Whistle (DEPUTY DAN)

Scene Three: 
Coins (NOXIOUS NICK)
Dollar bills (SMELLY SMITH)

Scene Four: 
Stick horses (SHERIFF GRUMBLE, DEPUTY DAN)

Scene Six: 
Chewing gum (RANCID RON)
Bandannas (SHOPKEEPERS)
Bucket, scrub brush (ROSE)

Scene Seven: 
Clipboard, pencil (LILY)
Wad of bills (ROSE)

Scene Eight: 
Suitcases (IRIS, DAISY, HYACINTH, CAMELLIA, PETUNIA)
Stick horse, satchel, shipping notice (BO)
Clothespins (IRIS)
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Scene Nine: 
Clothespins (SHOPKEEPERS)
Shoeboxes (CAMELLIA)

Scene Ten: 
Clothespins (ROSE, LILY, IRIS, DAISY, HYACINTH, PETUNIA)
Shoebox marked with an X with wad of money and shoes inside 

(CAMELLIA)
Stick horse, satchel, telegram (BO)

COSTUMES
All characters wear Old West clothes. Here are some specific 
suggestions to help individualize the characters: 

SHOPKEEPERS—white blouse, ankle-length skirt, shop apron.

BO—Fringed leather jacket and pants, hat with flipped-up brim.

OUTLAWS—black cowboy garb, boots that are easily removable

SHERIFF GRUMBLE—cowboy garb, vest, sheriff’s badge.

DEPUTY DAN—cowboy garb, vest, deputy’s badge.

MAYOR BLUSTER—dark suit, bowler hat.

MISS PENNYPINCHER—prim, high-collared blouse, ankle-length skirt.

JASPER DIGGS—checkered shirt, suspenders, jeans, hat with flipped-
up brim, white beard, bandanna.

Note that all the shopkeepers except CAMELLIA change into different 
shoes for the final scene.

FLEXIBLE CASTING
MAYOR BLUSTER, MISS PENNYPINCHER, and the OUTLAWS can be 
played as male or female with name changes and line changes. BO 
can be played by the actor who plays SHERIFF GRUMBLE, DEPUTY 
DAN, or JASPER DIGGS. JASPER DIGGS can be played by the actor who 
plays BO, SHERIFF GRUMBLE, DEPUTY DAN, or any of the OUTLAWS. 
MISS PENNYPINCHER’S role can also be doubled if changed to MR. 
PENNYPINCHER.
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We hope you’ve enjoyed 
this script sample. 
We encourage you to read the entire script before making 
your final decision.

You may order a paper preview copy or gain instant 
access to the complete script online through our E-view 
program. We invite you to learn more and create an 
account at www.pioneerdrama.com/E-view.

Thank you for your interest in our plays and musicals. If you’d 
like advice on other plays or musicals to read, our customer 
service representatives are happy to assist you when you call 
800.333.7262 during normal business hours.

www.pioneerdrama.com

800.333.7262
Outside of North America 303.779.4035 
Fax 303.779.4315

PO Box 4267
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